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Case Studies and Lessons Learned
Since 1985, the American Camp Association® (ACA) has provided
crisis support to camps through the confidential ACA Camp Crisis
Hotline. This service is available 24-hours-a-day, every day of the year.
Camps contact the Hotline to receive support, discuss options, or talk to an
objective third party. While Hotline team members do not provide legal or
medical advice, we can connect camps with the resources they need and
help them think through their options. A review of the summer 2017 calls
shows many trends, lessons learned, and case studies that are presented to
assist camps in being prepared should a similar crisis occur at their camp.
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TOP TRENDS 2017
1. Health and Medical Issues
For the ninth consecutive year, the top
category of calls was related to health
and medical issues. This category
comprises 33 percent of all the calls
received in 2017.
While the ACA Hotline team does
not contain medical or legal experts,
we do have the experience to direct
camps to the best information available. In addition, we collaborate with
organizations such as the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, the
American Academy of Pediatrics, and
the Association of Camp Nursing to
provide education and resources for
the camp environment.
The Health and Medical Issues
category includes a broad range of
topics from the treatment of common
childhood illnesses (e.g., chicken pox)
and infestations (e.g., bedbugs, lice,
etc.), to questions about procedures
(e.g., how to perform a lice check).
Tragically, it also includes the ACA
Hotline being notified of four fatalities
this summer.
A common factor we have found
in many of these calls is that many
camps do not have healthcare staff
who are familiar with common issues
in a camp setting. Sometimes the
questions we receive are regarding
the laws related to healthcare at camp
(e.g., “Who can distribute medications?”, “Is my license accepted in this
state?”, etc.). In other cases, camps
simply want to talk about the steps
they have already taken, and want to
benefit from talking with a third-party
that can help them think about other
questions or actions they might not
have considered.
Lessons Learned — Health
and Medical Issues
Have health and medical

1 support systems in place.

Before camp starts, identify the health
and medical resources necessary to
assist in whatever challenges may
occur at camp. This plan includes

on-site healthcare staff, as well as a list
of contacts (e.g., mental health
professionals, dentists, etc.) who can
be reached in the event of an
unexpected incident.
Prepare for mental health

2 concerns for campers and

staff. The number of calls to the
Hotline on this topic appears to mirror
a societal trend. Camps need to have
a mental health support system in
place and should add mental health
resources and experts to the team and
healthcare plan.
Understand your state’s laws

3 regarding pregnant campers

and staff. There was an increase in
Hotline calls regarding this topic.
Scenarios ranged from a faith-based
camp struggling with the morality of
discovering a staff member was
pregnant, to a camper disclosing a
pregnancy her parents were unaware
of, to a camper who was having
medical issues that could jeopardize
the pregnancy and whose parents
would kick her out of the house if/
when they were to find out about the
pregnancy.
Distribution of medication

4 laws vary by state. Often a

caller will ask, “Can someone other
than a registered nurse (RN) distribute
medication?” Since these regulations
vary, determine the rules that apply to
your camp and establish appropriate
procedures prior to the start of camp.
All staff should understand the issues
regarding distribution of medication.
Lice outbreaks happen. One

5 of the most prevalent health and

medical issue calls to the Hotline is
related to lice outbreaks, specifically
whether to treat and keep those
infected at camp or send them home.
What is important is not that a lice
outbreak occurs, but how it is
handled. Determine if your camp will
be a “nits” or “no-nits” community.
Know that new strains of lice evolve
that are resistant to over-the-counter
continued on page 3
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It is critical that your health-

6 care staff be familiar with the

most common childhood illnesses,
injuries, and infestations. Many
calls in this area came from camps
that did not have knowledgeable
healthcare staff. Camps had trained
RNs on staff, but with specializations
not aligned with the camp environment
(e.g., operating room nurses, oncology
nurses). If your best choice for
healthcare staff is lacking in childhood
healthcare, it is imperative that they
receive training and support prior to
camp opening.
Preventing the spread of

7 disease starts before anyone

enters your camp. Camps should
advise parents not to send sick
children to camp. All incoming
campers should receive detailed
health screenings (taking temperatures,
lice head checks, recent exposure to
communicable diseases, etc.) prior to
arrival at camp, and camps should
initiate strict handwashing and camp
sanitation procedures.

•W
 hat would you do with a staff
person who is not fully immunized?
Allow or not allow the staff member
to continue employment? What if
you served a medically vulnerable
camper population?
•W
 hat if a 16-year-old camper
disclosed she was three months
pregnant and does not want camp
staff to tell her parents?
•W
 ould you have everything in
place if one of your kitchen staff
fell down a flight of stairs, was seriously injured, and was airlifted from
camp? Would your crisis plan get
you through?
•W
 hat would you do if a 19-year-old
counselor disclosed she had mild
schizophrenia? She also shared
she is not on any medication nor
under the care of a physician for this
condition.
•W
 hat would you do if a 15-year-old
camper turned in her birth control
pills after her parents left?
•W
 hat would you do if you had to
terminate your RN? Can an EMT
administer medications?

“We have a 12-year-old camper who was dropped off with overthe-counter medications. While reviewing parent instructions on
the health form, our RN noticed that the doses for both meds far
exceed the recommendations for full-grown adults.”
Staff Training Questions —
Health and Medical Issues
•W
 hat would you do if a camper exhibited signs of mental or emotional
distress — related to an assault or
something else — while in the back
country? How would you support
that camper and what steps are
in place to get that camper to a
mental health professional?
•H
 ow would you manage the situation if one of your staff members
turned in his pocket knife and told
you he has been thinking about
hurting himself and hasn’t had these
thoughts in more than four months?
•W
 hat would you do if a tragedy
took place on your site on the same
day as a large reunion or alumni
event?

•W
 hat would you do for a staff
member who expresses a desire to
commit self-harm?
•H
 ow would you respond to a
15-year-old camper who previously
struggled with an eating disorder
who has not been eating much?

•W
 hat would you do if a junior
high school-aged camper gave
his counselor a note indicating he
was depressed and thinking about
suicide?
Resources — Health and
Medical Issues
ACA Hotline Resource Page:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/camp-crisis-hotline
Association of Camp Nurses:
www.ACN.org
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention: www.CDC.gov
Healthy Camp Mental, Emotional,
and Social Health (MESH)
Toolbox: www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/research/
healthy-camp-toolbox
Lice — Tips for Camps:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/lice-tips-camps
Management and
Administration of Medication:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/campline/medicationmanagement-13-common-questionscamps-%E2%80%94-their-answers
Mental Health Toolkit:
www.ACAcamps.org/staffprofessionals/core-competencies/
health-wellness/mental-health
She Thinks She’s Pregnant — What
Do We Do?: www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/campline/
she-thinks-shes-pregnant-what-do-we-do

•W
 hat would you do if you had a
lice outbreak? What is your policy
on lice? (Nits versus no-nits?)

Photo courtesy of Golden Arrow Camp, Clovis, CA

remedies, and prescription treatment
may be required.

•W
 hat would you do if one of your
counselors committed suicide on
their time off from camp?
•H
 ow would you address a medication management mishap? For example, one day a camper receives
the wrong medication. The next day
a camper receives medication at the
wrong time.
continued on page 4
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2. Allegations of Abuse
The 21 percent of Hotline calls related
to allegations of abuse broke out into
four categories.
Allegations of Abuse at Home (48
percent of abuse issue calls)
Children who are the victims of abuse
or neglect at home (or some other
place outside of camp) will sometimes disclose their abusive situation
to a caring adult while at camp.
Revelations by campers that they are
being abused at home are very difficult to handle for any camp. When
this occurs, camp directors have many
questions about what to do and who
to call.
Allegations of Camper-to-Camper
Abuse (38 percent of abuse issue calls)
Hotline calls related to allegations of
camper-to-camper abuse have shown
a marked increase over the past few
years, from 3 percent in 2014, to
11 percent in 2015, to 33 percent
in 2016, to the current 38 percent.
While many of these calls are to
clarify mandated reporter laws and
whether or not to call the authorities,
often the conversation leads to identifying the need for techniques and tips
to manage the way campers treat one
another. As with allegations of abuse
at home, allegations of camper-tocamper abuse must be reported to the
proper authorities, who will then investigate the matter. Sometimes callers to
the Hotline want advice on whether a
specific situation is abuse or not. The
ACA Hotline team cannot make that
determination. Making the call to the
authorities is the only way to ensure
that you are handling any allegation
properly.
Allegations of Staff-to-Camper Abuse
(7 percent of abuse issue calls)
Seven percent of the abuse-related
calls this summer were allegations of
abuse of a camper by a staff member,
ranging from inappropriate touching
to inappropriate comments and verbal
abuse of high school-aged campers.
While the callers in this category understood and complied with mandated reporting laws, they often wanted
to discuss policies, procedures, and

staff training ideas to keep their campers safe.
Other Abuse Issues (7 percent of
abuse issue calls)
The balance of the abuse calls this
summer fall into an “other” category.
Camper-to-Staff (camper was older
with special needs) and a few general
mandated reporter inquiries comprised
calls in this category.
Lessons Learned —
Allegations of Abuse

1 The law is clear. You MUST

contact authorities if there is
an allegation of abuse. All camps
fall into the category of a mandated reporter. While state laws
vary, camp professionals generally
serve in loco parentis (in place of the
parent) and must call the proper
authorities in their state when allegations of abuse are revealed. Camps
have a very clear focus and responsibility to protect the children in their
care. Camp professionals can be
arrested for disregarding these laws. It
does not matter whether the allegation
is that the abuse occurred at camp by
another camper, by a staff member, or
at home. Make the call to authorities if
you suspect that a child is the victim of
abuse. If the child lives in another
state, you may be asked by your state
to contact authorities in the other state
as well.
Because you have created an

2 emotionally safe environment

at your camp, children who are in
an abusive situation at home may
reveal that abuse to you. In these
situations, children often say, “Please
don’t tell anyone.” You cannot promise
them that. Instead, assure them that
you care and that you must tell the
people who can help.
Leave the investigating to the

3 authorities. While it is tempting

to start your own “investigation” prior
to contacting the authorities — especially if you think it is possible that the
child is “making it up” — resist this
temptation. Let the proper authorities
step in and take control of the matter.
Documentation is critical. As with any

important issue at camp, documentation is key to ensuring that the
authorities have what they need to
proceed with their investigation.
Vigilant staff supervision is

4 key to keeping campers from

harming each other. In most of the
situations explained by callers, the
allegation of camper-to-camper abuse
came in those moments when staff
were not directly engaged with
campers — shower time, trips to the
restroom and changing for the pool. It
is imperative that your staff be trained
to be even more attentive, active, and
involved during these vulnerable times.
If your camp does not have staff
sleeping in the same room with
campers, you must consider what you
are doing to ensure no inappropriate
behavior occurs during nighttime
hours.

5 See something, say some-

thing. Teach your staff to
question what they see. It takes just
one person to step up and question
when they see something is not right
about the way an adult is interacting
with a child. You may be the one who
is able to free a child from serial
abuse. Always have the best interest
of the child in mind.
Establish and enforce policies

6 regarding staff never being

alone with a camper. Your supervision and counseling policies should
ensure that one staff person is never
alone and out of sight of others with
one camper. Is your staff-to-camper
ratio high enough to ensure that one
staff person cannot be alone with a
camper, especially in unique times
such as the middle of the night when a
camper needs to use the restroom?
Develop policies and procedures that
support staff in avoiding one-on-one
situations, and practice strategies for
avoiding these types of situations.
clear policies
7 Establish
regarding appropriate

physical interaction between staff
and campers. Staff members need to
understand the camp’s policies on
physical contact between campers
continued on page 5
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8 Teach and model respectful

behavior. To prevent bullying
and abuse, and to build respect and
inclusiveness, staff must commit to
matching actions to words. If your staff
are overheard “teasing” or bullying
one another, what example does that
set? Be clear with your staff that you
have a no-tolerance policy on any
type of bullying, belittling, or physical
abuse. Staff orientation should include
training on behavior that addresses the
types of bullying counselors might see,
what to do when they see it, and how
to be vigilant with these issues during
the season. Ensure staff behavior
matches core camp values.
the phone number of
9 Keep
your local child abuse

reporting authority readily accessible. Many calls to the ACA Camp
Crisis Hotline are simply to ask for help
finding the correct phone number. If
you don’t know who to call (generally,
you call the locality where the abuse is
alleged to have occurred), don’t
hesitate to call your own local
authority and ask for guidance.
Staff Training Questions —
Allegations of Abuse
•W
 hat would you do if, during a
reflection activity, two junior high
female campers disclosed that they
were raped prior to coming to
camp?
•W
 hat would you do if a 16-year-old
disclosed that he sexually abused
another younger child when he was
14 years old? He was convicted as
a juvenile and completed courtordered therapy. This was not
disclosed on his camp forms.
•W
 hat would you do if a camper
discloses to you that another camper
has been touching them inappropriately in a tent or in a cabin?
•A
 camper from outside the US
reports abuse at home by a friend

of the family. The parents will be
picking up the camper in three
days. What do you do?
•W
 hat would you do if you had a
14-year-old male camper who was
distraught and reported that he was
targeted in a sexual misconduct
situation where a 15-year-old male
camper hit him with his penis while
in the shower house? No staff were
present.
•W
 hat would you do if a camper
expressed fear in going home due
to allegations of abuse?
•W
 hat would you do if a camper
discloses that her stepdad beats her
brother?
•W
 hat if you just found out that your
camp is being investigated for a
camper-to-camper incident that occurred previously at camp?
•W
 hat would you do if a parent
contacted you after campers went
home to report that her son said
he didn’t want to go back to camp
because on the overnight, another
male camper pulled down his pants
and touched his penis?

Resources — Allegations
of Abuse
ACA Resources Related to
Allegations of Abuse:
www.ACAcamps.org/resource-library/
child-abuse-prevention-resources
Child Abuse Reporting Telephone
Numbers by State:
www.childwelfare.gov/organizatio
ns/?CWIGFunctionsaction=rols:m
ain.dspROL&rolType=Custom&RS_
ID=%205
Mandated reporter issues:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/campline/remember-camps-aremandated-reporters
The Safety Zone: Guidelines for
Maintaining a Safe Environment
When Working with Children:
www.ACAbookstore.org/p-6111-thesafety-zone-guidelines-for-maintaininga-safe-environment-when-working-withchildren.aspx

•W
 hat would you do if a parent
called and accused a current staff
member of a sexual encounter with
her daughter four years ago while at
camp? The daughter was 13 years
old and the staff member was over
18 years old at the time.
• T he child of a volunteer has
disclosed physical abuse by this
individual. The child is currently at
camp that is over in four days. You
are concerned about the safety of
the child and realize it is your duty
to report. What else should you
consider?

Photo courtesy of Camp Chipinaw and Chipinaw at Silver Lake, Swan Lake, NY

and staff. Do you allow contact such
as hugging, lap-sitting, back-patting,
high-fiving, tickling? If so, be very clear
about what is and is not acceptable.
Consider using role-playing during
staff training to convey and practice
your policies.

•W
 hat would you do if a 14-yearold female camper shared she was
sexually abused at home by her
older brother’s friend when she was
six years old?
• If your camp uses a buddy system
whereby campers have a buddy
to go places such as the restroom,
what are you doing to make sure
that those buddies are not harming
each other when they are alone?
continued on page 6
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3. Camper Issues
Calls related to camper issues rose
from 10 to 17 percent of total calls
over the last year. This category
excludes allegations of camper-tocamper abuse, which was previously
addressed in this article. Typically,
this category focuses on an individual
camper’s behavior and concerns with
campers who identify as transgender,
gender nonconforming, or gender variant. This category also includes acts of
bullying among campers.
Lessons Learned —
Camper Issues
and engaged staff
1 Attentive
supervision is the key to

reducing negative camper behavior. Almost all reported incidents of
alleged bullying and inappropriate
behavior occurred when staff
members were not alert or present.
a positive camp
2 Provide
environment. Feeling safe is

critical to a child’s learning and mental
health. Promote positive behaviors
such as respect, responsibility, and
kindness. Provide easily understood
rules of conduct and fair discipline
practices. Teach campers to work
together to stand up to a bully;
encourage them to reach out to lonely
or excluded peers, celebrate acts of
kindness, and reinforce the availability
of positive adult support.
for individuals who
3 Plan
identify as gender noncon-

forming. ACA continues to field calls
regarding the issues of inclusion and
accommodation of people who
identify as transgender, gender
nonconforming, or gender variant.
Formulate a plan. Even if you haven’t
been approached by a camper family
with a transgender or gender variant
child, chances are increasing that you
will be at some point in the future. Be
prepared, as this decision will likely
involve many parties, and it will take
some time to formulate a plan of action
that works for your camp. Educate
yourself and your staff. Train yourself
and your staff to understand and be
aware of gender identity issues.
Review your policies once your plan

has been developed. Do your policies
align with your plan?
Educate staff on the indicators

4 and symptoms of mental

health problems. Information breaks
down the stigma surrounding mental
health issues and enables staff and
campers to recognize when to seek
help. Your mental health professional
network can provide useful information
on symptoms of problems such as
depression or suicide risk. These
symptoms can include acting out,
changes in eating or sleeping habits,
withdrawal from others, decreased
social functioning, erratic or changed
behavior, and increased physical
complaints.
all comments about
5 Take
suicide seriously. ACA received

an increase in calls from camps
regarding campers making suicidal
comments. Often the caller thought the
comments were “just to get attention”
or “just joking.” Unless you are a
trained mental health professional,
assume the threat is serious. Educate
staff on the indicators and symptoms
of mental health problems.
bullying prevention a
6 Make
priority from the first day of

camp, and let all campers and staff
know that bullying behavior is
unacceptable. All campers need to
feel safe both emotionally and
physically. One person’s description of
bullying is another person’s description
of abuse. Set bunk and group rules
with explicit examples of acceptable
and unacceptable behaviors regarding bullying. Post these rules and have
staff and campers review them
together.

7 Camper (and staff) belong-

ings can be searched if you
suspect illegal or unsafe activity. It
is a common question to the Hotline:
“Can we search a camper’s

belongings?” Generally, the answer is
“yes” with a few exceptions. Prior to
the start of camp, determine your
policies on when to search.
Staff Training Questions —
Camper Issues
•W
 hat would you do if a camper
turned in a bag that contained a
firearm?
•W
 hat would you do if a camper
discusses, looks at, or shares pornography with other campers?
•W
 hat action might you take if a
camper continually feigns sick,
doesn’t want to participate in
programs, yet does not have a fever
and your health supervisor can find
nothing physically wrong with said
camper?
•H
 ow would you handle a situation in which two boys used a cell
phone to record other campers
without their consent and possibly in
compromising situations?
•W
 hat would you do about a
14-year-old camper who is biologically female who informed you he
identified as male and did not
want to sleep in the female cabin?
Furthermore, he doesn’t want his
parents to know, says he’ll get in
trouble, and has already told campers to call him by a different name.
•H
 ow would you handle a camper
expressing hateful and racist remarks
to fellow campers?
•W
 hat would you do if had you had
a 13-year-old returning camper who
was transitioning from female to
male who asked if he could take his
shirt off while swimming?
•H
 ow would you handle a situation
where a camper isolated himself in
a cabin after a fight with another
camper and is refusing to come out?
•W
 hat would you do if a 9-year-old
boy threatened to rape a 9-year-old
girl — and meant it?

“We have a popular male camper who is trying to start his
own ‘religion.’ This religion is spewing hate, and is very rude,
aggressive, and misogynistic, and he has drafted a set of
‘commandments.’ While he has a few followers, he has many
other campers scared.”
continued on page 7
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Resources — Camper Issues
Behavior Management —
Parenting Skills for Counselors:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/camping-magazine/
behavior-management-parenting-skillscounselors
Bullying Prevention:
www.ACAcamps.org/staffprofessionals/core-competencies/
youth-adult-growth-development/
bully-prevention
Dangerous Games Every
Camp Must Know About:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/dangerous%E2%80%9Cgames%E2%80%9Devery-camp-must-know-about
Mental Health:
www.ACAcamps.org/staffprofessionals/core-competencies/
health-wellness/mental-health
Suicide Prevention:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/suicide-prevention
Time Tested Strategies for Dealing
with Challenging Behavior:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/camping-magazine/timetested-strategies-dealing-challengingbehavior
Transgendered Youth and the Role
Camps Might Play:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/camping-magazine/
transgender-youth-role-camps-mightplay

Photo courtesy of ©Girl Scouts of Limberlost Council, Fort Wayne, IN

Understand a Camp’s Right to
Search: www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/articles/
understanding-camp%E2%80%99sright-search

continued on page 8
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4. Personnel and Staff Issues
Personnel-related calls accounted for
13 percent of the calls in 2017. In
some cases, camps are simply looking
for resources to hire an emergency
staff replacement due to an unexpected resignation or termination. In
other cases, camps are searching for
resources to help them make legal
decisions regarding the hiring or
release of a staff person. However,
many calls related to staff behaving
inappropriately.

challenges. Craft your job descriptions
with the assistance of your attorney
and get legal advice before beginning
your hiring process.
an employee or potential
5 Ifemployee
shares with you that

they are transgender, gender
variant, gender nonconforming, or
in the process of reassigning their
gender, understand all the issues
related to employment and privacy.

“I’ve just learned that my 21-year-old maintenance person is
going to be arrested for sexual assault.”
Lessons Learned — Personnel
and Staff Issues
Enlist the services of an

1 employment attorney. Identify

this person before you begin the hiring
cycle. An attorney with experience in
labor laws, contracts, and employment
issues who can be contacted for help
at any time is an invaluable resource.

2 Set and enforce clear policies

regarding acceptable relationships between staff while at camp.
Callers frequently wanted to discuss
sexual relationships between staff that
include both consensual acts and
allegations of forced relationships.
Understand that if an allegation of
force is made by adults, that situation
is a police matter, and the alleged
victim decides if they want to contact
the authorities. If they do, the authorities will help navigate what happens
next with the alleged victim and the
alleged perpetrator.
any threat of suicide very
3 Take
seriously. As previously

discussed in the health and medical
section, suicide threats are a serious
mental health issue. It is imperative to
seek the help of mental health
professionals and get the necessary
help for the staff member.
the employment
4 Understand
protection afforded in the

Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). ADA laws provide protection
from discrimination in hiring people
with a broad spectrum of physical

Camps want to know everything from
how to accommodate transgender
individuals to whether they are
protected by law and if camps are
required to accommodate them. There
are no definitive answers and laws
vary by state, so be sure to consult
with your legal counsel.
Have a back-up plan for staff

6 coverage in an emergency or

unexpected loss of staff. Supervision
ratios are critical to ensuring the safety
of your campers. In the event of a
necessary staff termination, camps do
not want to be stuck between
considering not firing someone due to
an inability to cover supervision ratios
for campers or firing and risking the
safety of campers. Consider what your
camp would do if it suddenly lost one
or more key staff members — especially those in critical roles such as
your nurse or cook. Before the season
begins, identify short-term options you
can turn to for coverage in an
emergency. Consider how properly
trained volunteers might help you if
you suddenly find yourself
short-staffed.
thresholds for acceptable
7 Set
criminal records before you

conduct your criminal background
checks. Protecting the safety of those
in your care must be a top priority.
Serving in loco parentis, camps and
other youth-serving organizations need
to use all the information at their
disposal to screen applicants who will

have access to children, youth, or
vulnerable adults. Developing a
threshold policy will allow camps to
comply with the law and protect the
safety of everyone participating in
their programs. Although some
organizations have set policies not to
hire anyone with a criminal record of
any kind, ACA’s guidance is to
establish a criminal background
threshold for each position within your
organization. Some states have
already enacted laws regarding
thresholds for individuals who work
with children and vulnerable adults. A
threshold policy should always be
developed working in conjunction with
your legal counsel.
Enforce your personnel

8 policies. It’s not enough simply

to have personnel policies — they
must also be enforced. Establish a
clear understanding of what the
consequences are (e.g., reprimand,
suspension, dismissal) for violation of
the policies. If camps do not enforce
their own policies, they are left open
to a variety of risks, including lawsuits,
especially if policies are not consistently enforced (e.g., treating one staff
member differently than another when
they have both ignored one of your
policies).

9 Establish clear policies for

employees who are minors. In
addition to paying close attention to
the laws governing minimum wage,
overtime, nondiscrimination, and child
labor, minors on staff require additional considerations on how you will
handle the employment relationship.
It’s important to have a well-defined
policy on communication with parents,
exceptions or modifications to your
regular personnel policies, and a
comprehensive training plan for this
group that is new to the workforce.
Staff Training Questions —
Personnel and Staff Issues
•W
 ould you recognize the signs of
depression or other mental health
challenges in your staff? If so,
how would you support these staff
members?
continued on page 9
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continued from page 8

“Our camp is in a state where marijuana is legal for recreational
use. Through a random event, two campers found a stash of
marijuana in the bed/sleeping bag of their counselor.”
•W
 hat would you do if campers
found a stash of marijuana belonging to a staff person?
•A
 group of staff are on their time off
and in a personal vehicle. They are
involved in an auto accident resulting in serious injuries to individuals
in the other vehicle. Alcohol/drugs
were not an issue, yet it was late at
night so fatigue might have been an
issue. The driver was issued a citation. What, if any, actions should
you take?
•Y
 ou operate a day camp where
both campers and staff bring their
own lunch. Due to the potential of
peanut allergies, it is the policy of
the camp to not allow anyone to
have any peanut butter-based items
in any lunch — sandwiches, cookies, crackers, etc. You have a staff
member continually bring a PB sandwich for lunch. What do you do?

•W
 hat are your staff sexual harassment policies? What are your
policies regarding relationships
between staff? Does your staff know
what to do if another staff member
harasses them?
•W
 hat would you do if a staff member threatened suicide?
• If a minor is an employee, and they
violate a personnel policy or break
a law, who would you contact?
Would you call the parent(s)?

Resources — Personnel and
Staff Issues
ACA Personnel Resources:
www.ACAcamps.org/staffprofessionals/events-professionaldevelopment/core-competencies/
human-resources-management
American’s with Disabilities Act:
www.ADA.gov
Camp Director and Day Camp
Director Certificate Courses:
www.ACAcamps.org/
staff-professionals/eventsprofessional-development/
staff-training-certificates
Don’t Let Your Camp Go to Pot:
Impacts and Policy Challenges
of Legalized Marijuana on Youth
Camps: www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/camping-magazine/
dont-let-your-camp-go-pot-impactspolicy-challenges-legalized-marijuanayouth-camps
Governmental Agencies Related
to Employment:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/governmental-agencies-relatedemployment
International Staff Resources:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/public-policy/
international-staff-best-practices
continued on page 10
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5. Business Operations
Seven percent of the calls this summer were about issues regarding the
business of running camp. One camp
was being investigated for a camperto-camper issue that had previously
occurred at camp. Other callers had
questions about taxes, wages, insurance, and workers’ compensation.
These calls typically concern questions about applicable laws, closing
a camp, handling negative social
media, international insurance considerations, legal counsel, liability questions, and risk and release waivers.

Staff Training Questions —
Business Operations

Resources — Business
Operations

•W
 ho is ensuring that your camp
is compliant with all relevant local, state, and federal laws and
regulations?

ACA Buyer’s Guide:
www.ACAcamps.org/buyers– guide

Lessons Learned — Business
Operations

• If an international camper has an
“international insurance card,” what
does that mean for your camp
should the child need outside medical care?

1 Operating a business is

complex — seek and retain
expert counsel. While ACA cannot
provide legal advice, we do help
callers understand the questions to
discuss with legal counsel.

2 Understand the laws appli-

cable to your camp — state,
federal, and local. Know when the
law requires you to call the authorities.
Understand the programs and

3 services offered by your

• If a child tells their counselor that her
parents are alcoholics and “always
drunk” are you required to report
that to the authorities?

•H
 ow would you handle a rather
large unpaid camp tuition, where
the parents are dodging your calls
and child is still at camp?
•D
 o you fully understand the coverages afforded your camp by your
various insurance policies?

ACA’s Camp Business Research,
Summaries, Data, and Maps:
www.ACAcamps.org/research/
research–reports–summaries–and–data
ACA Camp Director Certificate of
Added Qualification Course:
www.ACAcamps.org/
staff-professionals/eventsprofessional-development/
staff-training-certificates
Releases and Related Issues:
Revisited: www.ACAcamps.org/
campline/winter–2012/releases
The Business of Camp book
by Ann Sheets and Dave
Thoensen available through the
ACA Bookstore:
www.ACAbookstore.org/p-6245-thebusiness-of-camp.aspx
All ACA business operations
resources can be found online at:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/research/
research-reports-summaries-data-maps

Photo courtesy of Happy Hollow Children’s Camp, Nashville, IN

insurance company. Your insurance
company may have additional
resources to support and guide you
through a crisis or help with risk
management.

•W
 hat are the state challenge course
and zip line laws and regulations
applicable to your camp?

ACA Camp Business Operations
Report 2015:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/research/
aca-camp-business-operations-report

continued on page 11
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6. Miscellaneous Issues
Miscellaneous questions comprised
the remaining 5 percent of calls. These
issues included handling a persistent
intruder in the evenings on a camp’s
site, possible bedbugs coming to
camp with campers that have them in
their home, evacuating for a wildfire,

answering questions about ACA’s
Standards, and discussing “hypothetical” questions. The most frequently referenced resources used by the Hotline

team to answer these and other questions can be found online at
www.ACAcamps.org/resource-library/
camp-crisis-hotline.

“A dog belonging to a full-time program director that lives at
camp year-round bit a camper.”

7. Parent Behavior
While only 4 percent of calls to
the Hotline were regarding parent
behavior, they continue to be some of
the most difficult issues for camps. As
camp professionals, we know we partner with parents, but sometimes it appears that parents are not agreeable
to the partnership. In one example,
divorced parents with shared custody
of their child vehemently disagreed on
the name and gender of the child who
was attending camp. The child identified as transgender, and one parent
supported the identity, while the other
did not.
Lessons Learned – Parent
Behavior
at least one emer1 Require
gency contact who is not the

parent of the camper. Some of our
calls are from camps regarding
parents who are refusing to pick up
their child early from camp when the
camp has determined that they must
expel the child. The reasons for
expulsion range from threatening
behavior to serious medical conditions. As shocking as it seems to the
camp, there are parents who simply
want the camp to handle everything
until the scheduled end of camp. If the
camp is unable to get a parent or
other emergency contact to take
custody of the child in cases of
threatening behavior, sometimes the
camp’s only recourse is to call the
authorities to take custody. These
extreme situations are rare, but real.
Be sure that your camp families
understand your expectations and the
parameters that might force you to
determine that a child must be sent

home — including any medical
situations (e.g., if you have a “no nits”
policy about lice that deems that if a
child has lice, they will be sent home
— be sure your families are aware of
your policy).

• If a parent refuses to pick up their
child when you have expelled her
from camp because she harmed
other campers, what would you do?

every camp is right for
2 Not
every child — but there is a

Avoiding the Parent Trap: Working
with Difficult Parents:
www.ACAcamps.org/staffprofessionals/events-professionaldevelopment/recorded-webinar/
avoiding-parent-trap-working-difficultparents

camp for every child. Be clear with
families prior to registration about the
culture and practices of your camp.
Allow parents to make informed
choices about whether their child is
suited to your camp or a different
camp. Consider ACA’s Find a Camp
(find.ACAcamps.org) as a tool for
directing parents to a camp that might
be better suited to their child’s needs.
Communication is the key to

3 success. An informed parent is a

partner. An uninformed parent can
become an adversary — with their
children caught in the middle.
Staff Training Questions —
Parent Behavior

Resources — Parent Behavior

Building Healthy Relationships with
Parents: What Every Camp Needs
to Know: www.ACAcamps.org/
staff-professionals/events-professionaldevelopment/recorded-webinar/
building-healthy-relationships-parentswhat-every-camp
In the Trenches, Working with
Camper Parents:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/camping-magazine/
trenches-working-camper-parents

•H
 ow would you handle a furious
parent who calls and emails saying
she doesn’t care if she is “politically
correct” and wants to know why
the camp did not pre-notify her that
“pansexual or transgender” campers were in the same cabin as her
child?

When Behavior Becomes a
Legal Issue:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/articles/
when-behavior-becomes-legal-issue

•W
 hat would you do if the parent of
a first-year counselor has called to
dispute the fact that their 20-yearold daughter has not had a day
off in three weeks (according to the
daughter) — which is the reason the
daughter has not been home?

Working with Camper Parents, A
Prescription for Success:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/camping-magazine/workingcamper-parents-prescription-success

Who’s in Charge?:
www.ACAcamps.org/resource-library/
articles/whos-charge

“I’m calling because we are expelling a camper for behavior issues and his parent refuses to come
and get him. Can we send him home on the bus (Greyhound)?”
continued on page 12
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Case Studies
Each year, the ACA Camp Crisis
Hotline team identifies several case
studies for a more in-depth look. These
cases serve as examples for other
camps to use in staff training and the
development of their own risk management plans. Our hope is that by
understanding the actual crisis events
encountered by other camps, your
camp can learn and prepare your
own crisis management plans.
Case Study 1 — Camper-toCamper Abuse
A camp director called the Hotline
because he had just learned that a
13-year-old boy sexually assaulted
another 13-year-old boy in a tent as
a part of a trip and travel program.
Three other boys were present in the
tent, and staff were in a nearby tent.
The director was not on-site, and
heard of the events after the fact from
the camper who was assaulted. From
what the camper shared with the
director, there were repeated assaults
from the primary perpetrator over time,
and the other campers witnessed
them. The camper who committed the
assault had already been removed
from the program because staff found
him looking at and sharing pornography on his cell phone, and now the
director wondered what he should do
for the victim. He asked if ACA provided names and contact information
of mental health professionals he could
call to meet with the camper.
Questions and Considerations
— Camper-to-Camper Abuse
• Has the camp notified the parents
of the victimized camper? Have
they notified the parents of the
aggressor?
• Has the camp contacted the physician that reviews their camp protocols for recommendations of mental
health professionals?
•H
 as camp considered contacting
their local school district or faithbased organizations to help identify
a mental health professional?
•H
 as the camp reported the incident
to Child Protective Services(CPS)?
•H
 as the camp contacted the
organization’s governing body for
advice, both for their expectation

of appropriate legal counsel and
notification of insurance carrier?
•D
 oes the camp have a communication plan in place for staff and other
families?
•H
 as the director considered self-care
techniques to manage the stress of
the situation?
Resources — Camper-toCamper Abuse
ACA’s Child Abuse Prevention
Resources:
www.ACAcamps.org/resource-library/
child-abuse-prevention-resources
Centers for Disease Control:
Preventing Youth Violence:
www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/
youthviolence/index.html
Darkness to Light: End Child
Sexual Assault:
www.d2l.org/education/
Stop It Now! Preventing Sexual
Abuse Among Children & Youth:
www.ACAcamps.org/sites/default/
files/resource_library/hottopics/
StopItNow-Child-child-Abuse.pdf
Case Study 2 — Inappropriate
Behavior by CIT (technically a
camper)
A camp director shared that a 17-yearold male counselor in training (CIT)
had been repeatedly using inappropriate language with younger campers
and allowed some campers to sit in
his lap. There were also suspicions that
the CIT had taken a special interest in
an 11-year-old male and attempted to
lure the camper away from the group.
Various counselors have confirmed
hearing the inappropriate language
and have noticed the 11-year-old
sitting on the lap of the CIT. The camp
director shared that during staff training the camp covered the following:
It is only appropriate for staff to touch
campers on the shoulder and only with
the camper’s permission; shoulder hugs
are appropriate; it is never appropriate to allow a camper to sit in the lap
of a counselor/CIT; counselors/CITs
should never carry a camper; and
counselors/CITs should never be alone
with a camper out of sight of others.

Despite this training, and repeated
reminders, the CIT continually allowed
(and asked) the camper to sit in his
lap and the CIT had “private conversations” with the camper. Due to the
behavior of the CIT, the counselors
had to continually monitor his behavior
and never allow the CIT to be alone
with any camper.
The CIT director and the camp director
felt he had “fair warning” and they
have determined the CIT should be
sent home. The director wanted to talk
about what else they might need to
consider and what information they
should be sharing with the CIT’s parents as to why he was sent home.
Questions and Considerations
— Inappropriate Behavior by
CIT (technically a camper)
•H
 as the camp reviewed their training policies and procedures related
to “appropriate touch” for both
campers and staff?
•W
 hat is the message for the CIT’s
parents? Should it include a statement related to his violation of the
camper interaction/behavior guidelines for all staff and CITs?
•H
 as the camp talked with legal
counsel to determine if their statement needed to be more specific
and, what if any, additional actions
they might consider?
•H
 as the camp talked with the
11-year-old about his awareness of
the situation? If so, have they considered having at least two counselors
present and starting with a simple
question such as “we see the CIT
‘X’ seems to be around you a fair
amount. How does that make you
feel?” The response to the question
would help guide the discussion
from there.
•H
 as the camp decided whether
to contact the parents of the
11-year-old?
• Has the camp considered implementing a behavior contract for inappropriate behavior at all levels (campers
and staff)? This might include a
verbal discussion, an initial written
warning to include what change in
behavior is requested, etc.

continued on page 13
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•H
 as the camp considered complimenting the staff on their keen
observation and actions in this
situation?
Resources — Inappropriate
Behavior by CIT (technically a
camper)
20 Insider Tips for Working with
Adolescents at Camp:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/camping-magazine/twentyinsider-tips-working-adolescents-camp
Are CIT Programs Worth the Risk?:
www.ACAcamps.org/resourcelibrary/camping-magazine/are-citprograms-worth-risk-how-can-they-meetyour-expectations
Training Staff in Child Protection
Issues: www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/articles/
training-staff-child-protection-issues
Case Study 3 — Mystery Cell
Phone in the Shower House

•W
 hat are the camps policies and
practices on boundaries for single
gender areas like shower houses,
changing rooms, cabins, etc., and
how are staff trained on these
policies?
•W
 hat is the cell phone use policy
at camp?
•S
 hould the camp notify the parent(s)
of the minor involved in the filming?
•C
 ontact your insurance company to
discuss additional liability scenarios.
Resources — Mystery Cell
Phone in the Shower House
A Cyberbullying Protection Plan:
www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/articles/
cyberbullying-protection-plan
Cyberbullying Research Center:
cyberbullying.org/sexting-laws
Employment Laws in Each State:
www.dol.gov/whd/state/state.htm
and/or www.youthrules.gov/

A camp director called after a situation unfolded in their camp. A female
staff member found a cell phone
in a laundry basket in the shower
house, and the video recording light
was active. The camp director and
female staff member did not know if
anything had been captured on the
video recording. The phone was later
claimed “missing” by a male junior
counselor (minor). After confronting the
junior counselor, he confessed that he
was responsible for planting the cell
phone video recording device in the
female shower house. The camp director wanted to know what steps they
needed to take since they couldn’t
confirm that anything was actually
caught on video.

Smile! You’re on my Cell Phone:
Camera Phones and Privacy:
www.legalzoom.com/articles/
smile-youre-on-my-cell-phone-cameraphones-and-privacy

Questions & Considerations
— Mystery Cell Phone in the
Shower House

Questions & Considerations —
Transgender Camper

•S
 hould the video be viewed, and if
so, by whom? The advice of legal
counsel is important in determining
how to address this type of privacy
breach.
• If minors are in the video, then as
mandated reporters, CPS should be
notified.
•W
 hat is the communication plan if
campers or minors are in the video?
• Should the camp notify the police?

Case Study 4 — Transgender
Camper
The caller runs a camp for girls and
had just learned that one of their registered campers for the next session is
transgender. A camper formerly came
to camp as a female but now identifies as male, prefers male pronouns,
and has changed his name. The camp
is trans-friendly for those that identify
as female and is struggling to find
ways to accommodate this camper.

•W
 hat is the camp’s mission and philosophy regarding accommodating
transgender campers and/or staff?
•W
 hat would physically have to happen for camp to be able to accommodate a transgender person?
•H
 ow could the camp protect this
camper’s privacy and dignity?
•W
 hat kind of communication would
need to occur with the parents? If
the parents do not know, consider a
no “outing” policy to ensure safety

of the camper. What can the camp
do to make this an emotionally safe
experience?
•H
 ave the camp’s enrollment requirements been reviewed by legal
counsel?
•H
 ow will the camp handle angry
parent/caregiver calls if they find
out their child was in a cabin with
someone who’s transgender?
•D
 oes camp have any gender-neutral
bathrooms or changing areas or
areas that could become such?
•H
 as the camp asked the parents of
the child how the camp can best
support the camper?
•D
 oes the camp have protocols for
who needs to know about individual
transgender campers?
•D
 oes the camp offer gender-inclusive programming – allowing campers an opportunity to step outside
rigid gender norms?
Resources — Transgender
Camper
ACA’s LGBTQ Toolkit:
www.ACAcamps.org/staff-professionals/
events-professional-development/
core-competencies/lgbtq
20/20 Toolbox: Transgender
Youth — The Role Camps Might
Play: www.ACAcamps.org/
resource-library/camping-magazine/
transgender-youth-role-camps-might-play
Anti-Discrimination Laws — Map
by State, Transgender Law Center:
transgenderlawcenter.org/equalitymap
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgendered, Questioning
Resources: www.ACAcamps.org/
sites/default/files/resource_library/
Transgender-resources.pdf
How Can Camps Support
Transgender Youth?: www.
ACAcamps.org/news-publications/
blogs/camp-connection/how-cancamps-support-transgender-youth
Talking Transgender at Camp
(webinar w/ focus on campers):
www.ACAcamps.org/einstitute/
talking-transgender-at-camp
Transgender Staff at Camp
(webinar): www.ACAacacamps.org/
webinars/transgender-staff-camp

continued on page 14
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Transgender Youth National
Association of Secondary
School Principals:
www.nasponline.org/search/searchresults?keywords=Transgender_Youth_
NASSP_Nov09.pdf
Case Study 5 — Domestic
Violence at Camp
Camp director called because they
had a male kitchen staff person who
assaulted his wife while at camp. The
wife and a 5-month-old baby were living at camp with the husband. A staff
person was walking through camp
and heard shouting coming from their
lodging. As the staffer got within sight
of the lodging, the wife stated to him,
“He hit me.” The husband then stated,
“She hit me first.” Somehow, it was
disclosed that it was a back-handed
slap. The wife left to go get some
space. The husband went to work his
kitchen shift.
The staff person that came upon this
incident caught up with the wife, who
said she was fine although her face

showed some bruising. The staffer
shared the incident with the program
and camp directors, who offered her
alternate housing that her husband
would be restricted from entering. She
declined the housing and was not willing to file a police report. The director
wanted to know if he could terminate
the husband’s employment.
Questions & Considerations —
Domestic Violence at Camp
•H
 as the director sought the opinion
of the camp’s legal counsel or HR
professional to assure that camp
is not exposing itself to any risk,
especially if camp moves forward
with termination?
• If the camp proceeds with termination, what will they do to keep the
wife safe (physically) should he
become agitated?
• R egardless of whether the husband
is terminated, the camp should
consider having a mental health
and/or a domestic abuse counselor
come to camp to speak with the

wife and help her feel supported so
that when and if she is ready to stop
the abuse, she knows where to turn
for help.
•H
 ow can you help? On average,
it takes domestic violence survivors
seven times to leave the relationship for good, so if it’s physically
and emotionally safe for you, try to
continue offering support in any way
you can. Believing and supporting
them can be a major factor in helping them stay safe or helping them
find empowerment to leave when
they’re ready.
Resources — Domestic
Violence at Camp
Domestic Violence Awareness
Project: www.nrcdv.org/dvam/home
National Network to End
Domestic Violence: nnedv.org/
resources/stats.html
National Domestic Violence
Hotline: www.thehotline.org/

Photo courtesy of Camp ClapHans, Norman, OK

Contributed by the ACA Hotline Team: Tori Barnes, Kim Brosnan, Laurie Browne, Abby Burbank, and Rhonda Mickelson
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Fair Labor Standards Act Update
Just days before new regulations concerning the “white collar” overtime exemptions to the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) were set to become law, a federal judge halted the intended actions of the US Department of Labor (DOL).
On November 22, 2016, a Texas federal judge issued a preliminary nationwide injunction on all employers blocking
the DOL from implementing the new exemptions rule, known as the FLSA overtime rule. That proposed rule would
have raised the minimum salary required for most white-collar exemptions from approximately $23,660 to $47,476
on an annualized basis.
On December 1, 2016, the Department of Justice, on behalf of the DOL, filed a notice with the US Circuit Court of
Appeals to appeal the preliminary injunction of the Texas federal judge. Opening briefs and corresponding responses were due by March 2, 2017, but that date has been extended numerous times.
On July 27, 2017, the Department of Labor submitted a request for information (RFI) on the overtime rule. According
to DOL, the RFI is an opportunity for the public to provide information that will aid the department in formulating a
proposal to revise these regulations that define and delimit exemptions from the FLSA’s minimum wage and overtime
requirements for certain employees. The RFI solicits feedback on questions related to the salary level test, the duties
test, varying cost-of-living across different parts of the US, inclusion of non-discretionary bonuses and incentive
payments to satisfy a portion of the salary level, the salary test for highly compensated employees, and automatic
updating of the salary level tests. Written comments were to be submitted within a 60-day window after the July 27,
2017, RFI.
The DOL has indicated that it will not advocate for a specific salary level set yet and wants more time to determine
what the salary level should be.
Since the November 2016 election, the Trump Administration has indicated that will not be implementing the FLSA
overtime rule that was proposed in the previous administration.
***FLSA background and information provided by the MRA and the DOL***

Ralph Forsht is the new government relations consultant for the American Camp Association (ACA). Forsht oversees
ACA’s work on federal public policy. For nearly 20 years, Forsht has been a dedicated advocate for children and
families. Previously, Forsht served as senior vice president at First Focus Campaign for Children, a bipartisan children’s
advocacy organization. At First Focus Campaign for Children, Forsht worked on federal family tax provisions, children’s healthcare and child poverty. Forsht was also a senior vice president at America’s Promise, a national nonprofit
dedicated to helping children and communities. At America’s Promise, Forsht led the team of advocates championing
public policy priorities at the federal, state and local levels. Forsht began his career on the staff the US Senate Budget
Committee.
Ralph Forsht contact info:
ralphforsht@gmail.com | 703.944.2739
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